Abstract. We would like to discuss in these lectures three problems of homogenization and their interplay. They are:
Part 1) The construction of plane-like solutions to periodic minimal surface equations.
In two dimensions, minimal surfaces are just geodesics: we are given in R 2 a differential of length a(x, ν) and given two points x, y, we want to minimize d(x, y) = inf L(γ) = γ a(z, σ) ds among all curves γ joining x to y.
Here s is the usual differential of length, σ the unit tangent vector. The function a(x, σ) is periodic in x, strictly positive (0 < λ ≤ a(x, σ) ≤ Λ) and, to avoid the formation of Young measures (that is: oscillatory zig-zags) when trying to construct geodesics, it must satisfy " |v|a x, v |v| is a strictly convex cone." This is a "classical" condition of ellipticity for area minimizers, and the regularity of solutions has been studied, for instance by Schoen and Simon.
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Let's assume that a is smooth although this property is not needed. Due to the periodicity, at large distances d(x, y) becomes "almost" translation invariant, since for any z |d(x + z, y + z) − d(x, y)| ≤ 2 √ n Λ.
(All you need to compare them is to travel the length of one period, since geodesics are invariant by integer translations.) Another way of saying the same thing is to look at the geodesics from very far away, that is to rescale the medium by ε very small a ε (x, σ) = a x ε , σ .
Then finite geodesics become almost translation invariant |d ε (x, y) − d ε (x + z, y + z)| ≤ 2ε √ n Λ and as ε goes to zero we obtain an "effective norm,"
Always in 2 dimensions, the question we are interested in studying is the following: Given any line, say The answer is yes in 2 − d (Morse [8] ) and no in 3 − d (Hevlund [7] ). An inspection of Hevlund counterexample shows that, at a difference with classical homogenization, where diffusion processes tend to "average the medium", geodesics try to "beat the medium" by choosing specific paths, and leaving "bad areas" untouched (see Figure 2) .
The interest of constructing "line-like" geodesics was related to foliating the torus with them (or at least "laminate" it, that is not fully cover it). Hevlund Counterexample: It costs "one" to travel inside narrow pipes, M outside. Then, the best strategy is to jump only once from pipe to pipe, i.e., the effective norm is x = |x| + |y| + |z|.
In the early 80's Moser [9] suggested that in R n , at a difference with geodesics, minimal hypersurfaces should be forced to "average" the medium, and given any plane π, it should be possible to construct "plane-like" minimal surfaces for the periodic medium.
More precisely, given a "differential of area" we would like to consider "surfaces" S that locally minimize
where dA is the usual differential of area (H n−1 ), ν the normal vector to A, and a, as before satisfies,
Theorem 1. There exists a universal constant M (λ, Λ, m) such that: for any unit vector ν 0 there exists an A * local area minimizer S contained in the strip π M = {x : | x, ν 0 | < M}. (See Figure 3. ) Let me explain the terms in the theorem. We will work in the framework of boundaries of sets of locally finite perimeter.
Roughly, a set of locally finite perimeter Ω is the limit of polyhedra, Ω k , of locally finite area (i.e., for any ball B M , and Area(∂Ω k ∩ B M ) ≤ C(B M ) for all k). In principle we can define the "area measure" of ∂Ω weakly, using the divergence theorem:
For any smooth vector field y(x)
and ∂Ω is of "finite perimeter" (i.e., finite total area), if
This definition was introduced by Cacciopoli. It turns out (see, for instance, Guisti) that the notion of normal vector ν, and dA are well defined, and the structure of the boundary of a set of finite perimeter well understood. Under our hypothesis A * , then, makes sense and is lower semicontinuous under convergence in measure for sets.
Main steps of the proof.
We will consider the family of sets D such that Ω ∈ D if Ω is of locally finite perimeter and: Of course, such an Ω 0 is not a "free" local minimizer since whenever ∂Ω 0 touches the boundary of π − or π + we are not free to perturb it "outwards". Our objective is to show that if M is large enough S 0 = ∂Ω 0 does not see this restriction.
The main ingredients are: a) a positive density property (see Figure 5 ): Depending only on λ, Λ a minimizer, ∂Ω 0 of A * satisfies: Property a) tells us that for large balls B T (0), the number N of disjoint unit cubes intersecting ∂Ω 0 must be of order N ∼ C 1 T n−1 independently of M .
Since the strip π M ∩B T has ∼ MT n−1 cubes, many cubes in π M ∩B T must be contained in Ω 0 or CΩ 0 . b) Minimizers are "ordered," (see Figure 6 ) that is if ∂Ω 0 , ∂Ω 1 are minimizers, then ∂(Ω 0 ∪ Ω 1 ) and ∂(Ω 0 ∩ Ω 1 ) are minimizers.
Therefore we may consider the "smallest" minimizer:
Figure 6. Minimizers are "ordered".
with Ω α in the family of all admissible minimizers. (We point out that, although the problem is variational, the selection of the "special solution" is done through a Perron-like method.) Such a choice of Ω allows us to recuperate an important property, the Birkhoff property: If τ is an integer translation with τ · ν 0 ≤ 0 (resp. ≥ 0) then (see Figure 7) τ (Ω) ⊂ Ω (resp. ⊃ Ω).
Indeed:
τ (Ω) ∩ Ω and τ (Ω) ∪ Ω are minimizers respectively for τ (π M ) and π M , while Ω and τ (Ω) are the actual "smallest" minimizers. This makes ∂Ω "almost" translation invariant, in fact translation invariant if we are willing to neglect one period. Combining these two facts, we see that if M is large, i) there are many clean cubes since:
a) The area of ∂Ω is bounded by the area of the bottom plane (a competing surface). b) The number of cubes intersecting ∂Ω is bounded by the area of ∂Ω (from the density properties above). c) The total number of cubes is M times the area of the bottom. ii) If Q is a "clean cube" inside Ω (resp. inside CΩ), then any integer translation with T , ν 0 ≤ 1 (resp. T , ν 0 ≥ 1) sends Q into another clean cube, because of the Birkhoff property.
It follows that, for M large, S = ∂Ω is far from the top, and may touch the bottom but is still a free minimizer (see Caffarelli-Llave [4] for details, also Auer and Bangert for related work).
Part 2) Flame Propagation.
The second homogenization problem that we would like to discuss concerns the effective speed of pulsating waves in problems of flame propagation.
In the homogeneous case, the problem consists in solving for u the following evolution problem, P 0 :
The function u (and thus g) is expected to be between 0 and 1. The non-negative function β ε has support concentrated near u = 0, and as δ goes to zero, it approximates a Dirac's delta sitting on u = 0. In fact, in the limit δ = 0 we have generically the following configuration: There is a set, Λ, where u ≡ 0, on its complement Ω, u > 0 and satisfies the heat equation, Δu − u t = 0 along ∂Ω, u + ν = λ. As with the case of minimal surfaces above, to understand how a flame front propagates one focuses on special solutions or profiles called "traveling wave solutions."
These are profiles that, in some system of coordinates, depend on x 1 − ct. In other words the profile (the flame configuration) travels with speed c in the direction e 1 . For the homogeneous case they are simply
and their translations (see Figure 8 ). That is, the speed of propagation c is given by λ. We are interested in the case in which λ is replaced by a periodic coefficient f (x). If the oscillation of f happens at scale epsilon, the problem P ε has a slightly different profile, with some unknown speed c. In this case, the profile corresponding to plane-like minimal surfaces are called "pulsating wave" solutions. That is, we look for solutions to the problem
trapped between two traveling waves with the same speed of propagation, T c and a translation T c (· − M ). The constant c, the effective speed of propagation, is determined by f, ε and δ. (This replaces the strip π M in the case of minimal surfaces.) (See Figure 9 .) Figure 9 . Pulsating wave, trapped between two translations of the same travelling wave. The travelling wave is not arbitrary. It is uniquely defined and gives us the "effective" speed of propagation.
Notice that here we have preserved the two scales, ε and δ, and we are interested in the different ways they tend to zero.
In particular we will assume δ < ε, since for ε going to zero faster than e the problem converges to the homogeneous case.
Theorem 2. We assume that 0 < λ ≤ f (x) ≤ Λ and that f is Lipschitz. Given any unit vector e, there exists a unique pulsating wave in the direction e. Its effective speed c is bounded by λ and Λ and the separation M is
In this (simple) model, it is assumed that gas ignites when the temperature T attains a critical (ignition) temperature θ i .
Ahead of the flame, temperature diffuses (a convection term is also present) and behind the flame the temperature remains θ i . On the ignition band there is a heat source θ δ (T ). The parameter δ indicates the width of the range of temperatures ∼ (θ i − δ, θ i ), on which ignition takes place. We describe the problem mathematically for u =
If we let δ go to zero first (i.e., we have the sharp transition case with u ν = f (x/ε)) and then let ε go to zero, the effective speed c is given i) In 1 dimension by the minimum of f . ii) In n dimensions by the slope at infinity of the solution of the stationary problem with minimal slope. The smallest possible effective slope of the stationary problem: See the work of Berestycki and Hamel [11] for the existence of pulsating waves, Caffarelli, Lee and Mellet [12] for the homogenization limits.
To understand this statement let us look at the sharp stationary problem first:
In one dimension, in the interval [0, 1], we look for solutions of u xx = 0 when x > 0, and when u becomes zero we want u x = f (x/ε), for instance f (x/ε) = 3t cos with 3t cos
Since 2 ≤ f ≤ 4, we see that all matches take place for Figure 10 . There are many solutions to the free boundary problem:
x 0 = 3/4 (the least supersolution, u 2 ) and the variational solution u 3 u ε 3 minimizes (∇u
Although the variational solution is the appropriate one in many instances, the least supersolution will trap the solution of any evolution process where Ω t = {u(x, t) > 0} is expanding while the largest subsolution will trap contracting Ω t 's which is our case.
Although in general effective constants in homogenization are difficult to compute, in this case we found a surprising phenomena, suggested by numerical simulation.
In one dimension, as ε-decreased, we noticed that the edge of the pulsating wave lingered more and more in the points where f realized its minimum and then jumped to the next minimum of f .
We prove that this is in fact the case, as stated above. We see again here, the role of the "minimal" solution in the homogenization process: when a surface "travels through a periodic media," it seems to chose the "smallest" propagation speed. This can be verified for instance in the case of movement by mean curvature (Caffarelli and Lee) for the expansion or contraction of capillary drops (Caffarelli Effective slope Figure 11 . The "plane-like" solution with smallest slope at infinity. and Mellet) that gives rise to hysteresis (the equilibrium shape of a contracting drop is different than an expanding one) that have been experimentally observed.
In higher dimensions, in order to find the effective speed of pulsating fronts, we must study plane-like stationary solutions. That is solutions of the stationary free boundary problem Δu = 0 in Ω = {u > 0} u ν = f (x) along ∂Ω that are trapped between two half planes: c e, x + and c e, x − Me + .
The problem is, though, that c is not unique anymore. For instance, if f (x) ≡ 1 in Q 1 except for a small ball B τ (0) where f is very large, and we extend it periodically, there will be rational directions for which we can completely avoid the lattice generated by B τ , and c = 1 will be one solution (the minimal one), while the variational solution, with slope ( √ f ) 2 , will be another. Notice here again the phenomena where the free boundary may try to avoid averaging the medium, and the extremal solutions are relevant. (See Figure 11 .)
The proof of Theorem 2 is somewhat intricate. We point out that the main ideas of the previous discussion on minimal surfaces reappear:
A Birkhoff property (from uniqueness and the fact that the minimum of two solutions is a supersolution) and a positive density property for Ω at scale one (scale ε for the problem).
We complete this discussion with the remark that, at least in 1-dimension, when f (x) is random instead of periodic, one can still prove that there is an almost surely effective speed, and it is given by the essential infimum of f (x, ω).
Part 3) Existence of homogenization limits for fully nonlinear equations.
Let me start by giving a classical example of a fully non-linear equation. Suppose particles move randomly in a non-homogeneous domain Ω: At time t k a particle in position X k will move to a new position
where χ is chosen randomly (uniformly) from the unit sphere.
When a particle reaches ∂Ω it pays g(x) and it is taken out.
If we want to find out the average payment u(x) that a particle at position x will eventually make, by realizing that u(x) = S 1 u(x + tσ(x)χ) ds we find that infinitesimally (for
Suppose now that we are allowed to design the medium, (i.e., choose σ(x)) with the only constraint that
with the purpose of minimizing the cost u(x). What is the optimal design? To find it, we must construct a solution to the following (fully non-linear) problem: Find a function v such that v/∂Ω = g(x) and at every point X, if λ j are the eigenvalues of D 2 v,
Indeed: a) v is a subsolution of any one of the admissible equations:
But, on the other hand b) v is in the class of admissible solutions.
Indeed, if we rewrite the (fully non-linear) equation F (D 2 v) in a fixed system of coordinates, it will read
withÃ ij (x) some matrix with eigenvalues one and four. ThereforeÃ ij provides the optimal design and v the expected cost.
The operator above,
βλ j is called a Pucci extremal operator. In fact, v can be described as the unique solution to
This is the typical form of a fully non-linear equation
where L is a family of linear equations, or more generally
Note that in the first case F A is a concave function of D 2 w, an important structural property. Finally, to motivate the randomness, suppose for instance that after construction the medium suffers a random deformation, due for instance to cooling.
The solution v will now satisfy a new equation, say
where the variable ω indicates the particular random deformation of the medium. Nevertheless, if the deformation of the medium occurs at a scale much smaller than the size of Ω and has some "organization" that locally repeats itself, we could expect that in the large scale solutions of F ω (D 2 v, x) converge to solutions v 0 of some equation
where both the dependence in X and ω will disappear . That is, with ω in an appropriate probability space (M, μ) of "possible deformations", and ε the scale of the deformation (with respect to Ω), we expect that as ε goes to zero, solutions v ε to
converge almost surely in ω to a solution v 0 of the "homogenized" operator
Let me start my trying to present the link of this topic with the previous one. Second order equations arise in two different fashions: in divergence form D i (A ij (x)D j )u = 0 in continuous mechanics, calculus of variations, etc, and in non-divergence form A ij (x)D ij u in probability and optimal control. These two types, although similar in many aspects, are essentially different. The first theory is based on functional analysis: Energy considerations, weak formulations, compensated compactness, etc. If A ij are, for instance, just Hölder continuous, it is impossible to exhibit a single super-or subsolution of such an equation. Its infinitesimal expression is just the consequence of a set additive conservation law that has been integrated by parts.
A non-divergence equation, in contrast, establishes a pointwise balance between the eigenvalues of the Hessian, D 2 u. It is a purely infinitesimal relation, and the only passage from the infinitesimal to the local is given by the very imprecise Alexandrov Backelman Pucci theorem, that makes recourse of the Monge Ampere equation, simultaneously an extremal for second order equations and with a hidden divergence structure.
Lacking the weak Hilbert space formulation of divergence equation, we must view fully non-linear equations as a "restriction" of possible quadratic behaviors.
To "describe" a non-divergence equation, for instance Δu = 0, it is enough to "list" all superharmonic and subharmonic quadratic polynomials.
That is, we "characterize" the surface
in the space of matrices implicitly by "listing" all matrices whose trace is positive or negative. This is the way in which existence and regularity theory for fully non-linear equations is done (the Crandall-Lions viscosity method), and periodic homogenization is done.
Given an equation, say for simplicity:
with periodic coefficients, and a global homogeneous profile, now a quadratic polynomial P (x), you want to construct a "P -like" solution, u 0 , of Lu 0 = 0, that is contained in a strip around P 0 .
In general this is not possible: only selected polynomials will accept such a solution (the same way that pulsating waves will be "front-like" only for a very specific front that determines the "effective speed" of the wave). In other words, given
there is only one value λ 0 of λ for which we are able to construct the corresponding u 0 . For larger λ, P λ 0 would be a subsolution of the homogenized equation, for smaller λ a supersolution.
Let me stress once more the difference: In the homogenization of divergence equations every linear function is a solution of the limiting equation and the "linear-like solutions"; the correctors are used to "calculate" the effective equation, both in the periodic and random case.
In the non-divergence case only "selected quadratic polynomials" admit a P -like solution and these define the effective equation
Let us now go back to our random equation
As we discussed above, we assume that a) F is uniformly elliptic in D 2 v, for every X and ω (for instance, the sup of a family of uniformly elliptic linear operators). b) Solutions are unique (Lipschitz regularity in X is a sufficient condition). c) As we said before ω indicates the random deformation that F has suffered, and lives in a probability space M, μ.
Of course, if we change coordinates by a translation, X to X + Y 0 , our deformations are still the same probability distribution although we may have labeled differently:
That is
where we ask the transformation T Y 0 from M to M to measure preserving. Finally, we expect some averaging at long distance. If A ⊂ M is a set of positive probability, we expect
(Ergodicity.) Theorem 3. There exists a homogenization limit equation
to which solutions of the ω problem converge almost surely. Figure 12 .
Main ingredients of the proof.
Periodicity is replaced by the subadditive ergodic theorem: Let λ(θ, ω) satisfy 0 ≤ λ ≤ |Q|, be subadditive:
then as |Q| goes to infinity,
converges to a constant h 0 . Following the lines of the periodic homogenization process, the idea is now to describe implicitly the equation F (D 2 u) = 0 by finding out which polynomials should be super-or subsolutions of the limiting equation.
That is, let us choose a polynomial P 0 in a large cube Q M , and let us consider simultaneously P 0 + λ|x| 2 and the solution u to
sharing boundary data along ∂Q. If λ is very large, P λ = P 0 + λ|x| 2 is a subsolution of L ω and thus
Equally if λ is very negative
So, for some intermediate value of λ, P 0 + λ|x| 2 and u start crossing each other.
At that point, to force monotonicity in our process we substitute u by v, the least supersolution above P . Figure 13 . Now let's forget the λ and start again: Choose a P , and for a given ω and Q consider the function v, least supersolution of L ω v = 0 in Q, above P . Such a v satisfies
The uniform positive density of examples a) and b) is now replaced by :
If v = P at x 0 , v separates quadratically (see Figure 14 ) Figure 14 .
and the Birkhoff property by
is a subadditive function of Q. In fact if Q = ∪Q j ,
|Q| has a limit h as |Q| goes to infinity.
Figure 15.
If h = 0, that means that v at infinity decouples from P , and thus in the ε rescaled limit the free solution u (from A − B − P estimates). That is P has to be a subsolution of the "unknown" limiting equation. (See Figure 16 .) Figure 16 .
If h = 0, from subadditivity this forces {v − P } to spread all over Q as |Q| goes to infinity. Indeed, if we divide Q into, say, 64 equal subcubes Q j , then
is also converging to h, but since {v Q = P } ⊂ ∪{v Q j = P } that forces {v Q = P } to be spread all over Q. (See Figure 17 .) The quadratic growth estimate implies that in the (ε rescaled) limit v Q = P and thus u ≤ v Q = P . Therefore P is a supersolution. This describes implicitly the operator A ij . The general homogenization limit theorem is then not hard to prove. See Caffarelli, Souganidis, Wang [13] for details and the extensive list of related articles and different approaches to random homogenization.
We conclude with several remarks. As we have seen, surfaces evolving or embedded in a stationary fashion in a periodic medium exhibit non-uniqueness and hysteresis, and a Perron-like method provides the selected solution for an advancing or retreating process, as well as the desired monotonicity to treat random media.
To complete this section, a word on rates of convergence: Suppose that correlation of our "deformations" at far away points decays at a fast rate. In fact, let's suppose they are independent, i.e., each deformation "influences" a compact neighborhood of diameter M .
Then it is possible to use the methods above to prove in a quite straightforward fashion that solutions to F ω D 2 u, X ε converge to the homogenized limit a rate ε − log ε in the non linear case, and ε t for some t in the linear (replicating in this case the results of Yurinskii). This is done by estimating the rate at which the contact set between u and P from above or below, decays (Caffarelli-Souganidis, to appear). This suggests a series of possible questions: Can we prove random homogenization for minimal surfaces or free boundaries in random media?
For pulsating waves, as pointed above the answer is yes for one dimension and for higher dimensions is a matter of several technical issues, but seems plausible.
For minimal surfaces the approach we used for fully non-linear equations suggests looking at the full foliation, i.e., minimize
with the constraint e, x ≤ u ≤ M + e, x with the hope that as M goes to infinity the foliation becomes slowly "unconstrained". A correlation rate may be necessary. Can we attack with this method other random problems, like the Neumann problem? What is the correct Neumann problem we want to study?
